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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR EVALUATING HARDWARE BASED ON CLOUD SERVER

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit and priority of Chinese Patent Application No. 201210344173.6, entitled "Method and Apparatus for Evaluating Hardware Based on a Cloud Server," filed on Sept. 17, 2012. The entire disclosures of each of the above applications are incorporated herein by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to computer technologies, and more particularly to a method and apparatus for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server.

BACKGROUND

With the development of technology, the speed of upgrading computer hardware is becoming faster and faster. Some users who lack computer hardware knowledge may know that their computers need to be upgraded to meet the requirements of their work or entertainment, but do not know the hardware configuration of their computers, or how to upgrade hardware to improve the overall performance of the computers.

Thus, some software developers have developed hardware evaluation software for detecting computer hardware information and assigning corresponding scores for hardware components based on the hardware information. Such software merely provides scores for hardware components based on the hardware configuration, and adds all the scores to derive a total score. Such scoring method does not take into account the types of computers or the compatibility among the hardware components, and often results in inaccurate scores. For example, for an entertainment computer, if the score for the video card is low, and the scores for other hardware components are relatively high, such scoring method would derive a relatively high total score, which is not accurate. For another example, if the scores for the motherboard and the video card are both relatively high, but the compatibility between them is poor, and the motherboard does not
fully utilize the functionality of the video card, such scoring method would also derive a relatively high total score, which is also not accurate. In addition, if such software is not updated timely, inaccurate scores can also be obtained from an outdated version of the software.

Thus, it is desirable to provide a method and apparatus for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server to address issues in the prior art.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The embodiments of the present invention aims to a method and apparatus for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server wherein the hardware components are scored based on the type of the computer terminal and the relevant database can be timely updated, and addresses the issue of inaccurate hardware scoring in the prior art.

In accordance with the embodiment of the present invention, a method for scoring hardware based on a cloud server is provided, the method comprising: detecting information on hardware components of a computer terminal; determining the type of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware components of the computer terminal; and scoring the hardware components of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware components and the type of the computer terminal.

In accordance with the embodiment of the present invention, an apparatus for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server is provided, the apparatus comprising: an information detection module for detecting information on hardware components of a computer terminal; a type determination module for determining the type of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware components of the computer terminal; and a scoring module for scoring the hardware components of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware components and the type of the computer terminal.

The present invention provides a method and apparatus for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server. In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, the hardware components are scored based on the type of the computer terminal, and the relevant database are timely updated to addresses the issue of inaccurate hardware scoring in the prior art.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

To better illustrate the technical features of the embodiments of the present invention, various embodiments of the present invention will be briefly described in conjunction with
accompanying drawings.

Figure 1 is an exemplary flowchart for a method for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 2 is an exemplary flowchart for a step in the method for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 3 is an exemplary schematic diagram for an apparatus for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server in accordance with another preferred embodiment of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

To better illustrate technical feature, and advantages of the embodiments of the present invention, various embodiments of the present invention will be further described in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

Figure 1 is an exemplary flowchart for a method for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The method for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server comprises the following steps:

Step 101: detecting information on hardware components of a computer terminal;

Step 102: determining the type of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware components of the computer terminal; and

Step 103: scoring the hardware components of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware components and the type of the computer terminal.

In this embodiment, the method for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server ends at Step 103.

The method for evaluating hardware in accordance with embodiments of the present invention is based on a cloud server, i.e., the detection, collection and analysis of the hardware information of the computer terminal is performed on a cloud server, and the hardware scores are eventually sent back to the computer terminal. The cloud server can timely update its database, which ensures the accuracy of the method for evaluation hardware. The implementation details of the various steps in the method for evaluation hardware based on a cloud server in accordance with a preferable embodiment will be described below.
In Step 101, information on hardware components of a computer terminal is detected. Information on hardware components of the computer terminal includes hardware parameters and identifications for the important hardware components of the computer terminal, such as the CPU, memory, video card, and motherboard, and the detected information is transmitted to the cloud server.

Subsequently, Step 102 is performed.

In Step 102, the type of the computer terminal is determined based on information on the hardware components of the computer terminal. Figure 2 is an exemplary flowchart for Step 102 in the method for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server with another preferred embodiment of the present invention. As shown in Figure 2, Step 102 comprising the following steps:

Step 1021: determining hardware parameters of the hardware components of the computer terminal based on the hardware identifications for the hardware components of the computer terminal.

In this step, the cloud server will confirm and supplement information on hardware components of the computer terminal based on the hardware identifications. If a hardware parameter is incomplete or incorrect, the cloud server can obtain the complete and correct hardware parameter through matching the hardware identification with data in the corresponding preset database.

Step 1022: determining a compatibility parameter, a functional parameter and a suitability parameter of the computer terminal based on the hardware parameters of the hardware components of the computer terminal.

The compatibility parameter indicates the compatibility of the hardware components, the functional parameter indicates the maximum operation speed of the hardware components, and the suitability parameter indicates volume, weight, type and number of available interfaces of the hardware components. The compatibility parameter, functional parameter and suitability parameter of the computer terminal are set in accordance to the prevailing configuration on the market for office computer terminal, entertainment computer terminal, and business computer terminal, and may be updated based on the change in hardware price and hardware upgrades.

The focus of office computer terminal is the stability of the computer terminal, the focus of entertainment computer terminal is the gaming and audio-video capability of the computer terminal,
and the focus of business computer terminal is the portability and external interface of the computer terminal. The cloud server can preset corresponding database according to users need for queries of computer terminal parameters (compatibility parameter, functional parameter and suitability parameters). For example, if the prices for office computer terminal and entertainment computer terminal are the same or similar, then the functional parameters for office computer terminal and entertainment computer terminal may also be the same or similar. The preset database can be established based on users need, as long as it can handle queries based on the types (office, entertainment or business) of the computer terminal.

Accordingly, the hardware parameters of the hardware components of the computer terminal can be searched in the preset database to determine the compatibility parameter, functional parameter and suitability parameter of the computer terminal.

Step 1023: setting the computer terminal as an office computer terminal, an entertainment computer terminal, or a business computer terminal based on the compatibility parameter, the functional parameter and the suitability parameter of the computer terminal.

In Step 1022, the hardware components of the computer terminal are parameterized through the preset database, and the compatibility parameter, functional parameter and suitability parameter of the computer terminal are obtained. In Step 1023, the computer terminal with relative high compatibility parameter (i.e., reaches a certain threshold value) is set as an office computer terminal, the computer terminal with relative high functional parameter (i.e., reaches a certain threshold value) is set as an entertainment computer terminal, and the computer terminal with relative high suitability parameter (i.e., reaches a certain threshold value) is set as a business computer terminal. Thus, each computer terminal is classified to obtain its type according to the use.

Subsequently, Step 103 is performed.

In Step 103, the hardware components of the computer terminal are scored based on information on the hardware components and the type of the computer terminal. First, the hardware components of the computer terminal are scored based on information on the hardware components in accordance with a preset rule. The obtained scores are objective scores based on the hardware components themselves. The hardware scoring rule can be set based on the need of the user or implemented using hardware scoring software.
Subsequently, the scores of the hardware components are amended based on the type, the compatibility parameter, the functional parameter and the suitability parameter of the computer terminal. For different computer terminals, particular different types of computer terminals, the functions of the hardware components are different, and the scores of the hardware components are amended based on the type of the computer terminal.

For example, if the computer terminal is an office computer terminal, the scores of the hardware components are amended based on the compatibility parameter, i.e., the scores of the hardware components with good compatibility will factor in the compatibility parameter (such as by multiplying an coefficient greater than 1) to increase the ratio of the scores of these hardware components in the total scores; if the computer terminal is an entertainment computer terminal, the scores of the hardware components are amended based on the functional parameter, i.e., the scores of the hardware components supporting gaming and audio-video functionality will factor in the functional parameter to increase the ratio of the scores of these hardware components in the total scores; if the computer terminal is a business computer terminal, the scores of the hardware components are amended based on the suitability parameter, i.e., the scores of the hardware components with small volume, light weigh, and multiple interfaces will factor in the suitability parameter to increase the ratio of the scores of these hardware components in the total scores. The hardware components whose scores will be amended and the amount of the amendment can be set based on the user’s need.

Accordingly, for different types of computer terminals, the cloud server will send back hardware scores based on the type of the computer terminal which better reflect the performance of the hardware components in actual use.

Thus, the method for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server completes all its steps.

In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the method for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server can also be used to provide multiple hardware upgrading proposals based on the scores of hardware components of the computer terminal.

Multiple hardware total score zones can be preset on the cloud server, each representing a computer server of a different level. The cloud server will provide multiple hardware upgrading proposals based on the scores of the hardware components of the computer terminal obtained in Step 103, wherein the sum of the scores of the hardware components in accordance with each hardware upgrading proposal falls within a different hardware total score zone. In another word,
the cost of the upgrading for each upgrading proposal is different, and the user can choose the most appropriate hardware upgrading proposal based on his needs.

After the user finalizes his hardware upgrading plan, the method of evaluating hardware based on a cloud server in accordance with embodiments of the present invention also provides hardware information for at least one hardware component to be upgraded to, which helps the user to purchase and upgrade to the hardware components.

In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, an apparatus for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server is provided. Figure 3 is an exemplary schematic diagram for an apparatus for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server in accordance with yet another preferred embodiment of the present invention. As shown in Figure 3, the apparatus for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server includes: an information detection module 31, a type determination module 32, a scoring module 33, a proposing module 34, and a proposal implementation module 35.

The information detection module 31 is configured for detecting information on hardware components of a computer terminal; the type determination module 32 is configured for determining the type of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware components of the computer terminal; and the scoring module 33 is configured for scoring the hardware components of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware components and the type of the computer terminal; the proposing module 34 is configured for presetting a plurality of hardware total score zones; and providing a plurality of hardware upgrading proposals based on the scores of the hardware components of the computer terminal, wherein the sum of the scores of the hardware components in accordance with each hardware upgrading proposal falls within a different hardware total score zone; and the proposal implementation module 35 is configured for determining hardware information for at least one hardware component to be upgraded to in accordance with the hardware upgrading proposals.

The type determination module 32 includes a hardware parameter determination unit, a type parameter determination unit and a type setting unit. The hardware parameter determination unit is configured for determining hardware parameters of the hardware components of the computer terminal based on the hardware identifications for the hardware components of the computer terminal; the type parameter determination unit is configured for determining a compatibility parameter, a functional parameter and a suitability parameter of the computer terminal based on the hardware parameters of the hardware components of the computer terminal; and the
type setting unit for setting the computer terminal as a computer terminal selected from a group consisting of an office computer terminal, an entertainment computer terminal, and a business computer terminal based on the compatibility parameter, the functional parameter and the suitability parameter of the computer terminal.

The scoring module 33 includes a scoring unit and an amendment unit. The scoring unit is configured for scoring the hardware components of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware components in accordance with a preset rule; and the amendment unit is configured for amending the scores of the hardware components based on the type, the compatibility parameter, the functional parameter and the suitability parameter of the computer terminal.

When the apparatus for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server is in use, the information detection module 31 detects information on hardware components of a computer terminal. Information on hardware components of the computer terminal includes hardware parameters and identifications for the important hardware components of the computer terminal, such as the CPU, memory, video card, and motherboard, and the detected information is transmitted to the cloud server. The operational principles of the information detection module 31 are the same or similar to Step 101 of the method for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server in the embodiment above, and will not be repeated here.

The hardware parameter determination unit in the type determination module 32 is subsequently used to determine hardware parameters of the hardware components of the computer terminal based on the hardware identifications for the hardware components of the computer terminal. The type parameter determination unit determining a compatibility parameter, a functional parameter and a suitability parameter of the computer terminal based on the hardware parameters of the hardware components of the computer terminal. The type setting unit in the type determination module 32 is configured for setting the computer terminal as an office computer terminal when compatibility parameter reaches a first threshold value, as an entertainment computer terminal when reaches a second threshold value and as a business computer terminal when the suitability parameter reaches a third threshold value. The operational principles of the type determination module 32 are the same or similar to Step 102 of the method for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server in the embodiment above, and will not be repeated here.

The scoring unit of the scoring module 33 is subsequently configured for scoring the hardware components of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware components in accordance with a preset rule. The amendment unit of the scoring module 33 is configured for
amending the scores of the hardware components based on the type, the compatibility parameter, the functional parameter and the suitability parameter of the computer terminal. The operational principles of the scoring module 33 are the same or similar to Step 103 of the method for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server in the embodiment above, and will not be repeated here.

In accordance with the embodiment of the present invention, the apparatus for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server further includes: a proposing module 34 and a proposal implementation module 35.

The proposing module 34 can provide multiple hardware upgrading proposals based on the scores of hardware components of the computer terminal. The proposing module 34 presets multiple hardware total score zones, each representing a computer server of a different level. The proposing module 34 also provides multiple hardware upgrading proposals based on the scores of the hardware components of the computer terminal, wherein the sum of the scores of the hardware components in accordance with each hardware upgrading proposal falls within a different hardware total score zone. In another word, the cost of the upgrading for each upgrading proposal is different, and the user can choose the most appropriate hardware upgrading proposal based on his needs.

After the user finalizes its hardware upgrading plan, proposal implementation module 35 also provides hardware information for at least one hardware component to be upgraded to, which helps the user to purchase and upgrade to the hardware components.

A specific embodiment of the present invention will be provided below to better illustrate the operational principles of the method and apparatus for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server.

For example, the cloud server detects the following hardware information of the computer terminal:

- CPU: AMD Athlon II X4 640 3.0Hz;
- Motherboard: MSI 870-C45 V2;
- Memory: Kingston DDR3 1333 2G;
- Hard drive: Seagate Barracuda 7200.12 500G SATA2 single disc;
Video card: NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450 SE 1024M.

Based on the above hardware information, the Cloud Server determines that the functional parameter is relative high (for example, the function parameter is 70, the compatibility and applicability parameters are 60), and this computer terminal is set as an entertainment computer terminal. Then this computer terminal is evaluated as an entertainment computer terminal. Since video card and CPU are important for the performance of entertainment computer terminal, the scores for the video card and CPU will be multiplied by a coefficient of 1.2, while the score of the hard drive will be multiplied by a coefficient of 0.8, and the scores of the motherboard and memory will be multiplied by a coefficient of 1.0. If the score for each hardware component is 1000, the total score before the amendment is 5000, and the total score after the amendment is 5200. Three upgrading proposals will be provided based on the obtained scores:

Proposal 1: Memory Upgrade: Kingston DDR3 1333 4G;

Proposal 2: Memory Upgrade: Kingston DDR3 1333 4G;

Video Card Upgrade: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 550 Ti 1024M.

Proposal 3: Memory Upgrade: Kingston DDR3 1333 4G;

CPU Upgrade: AMD Yi Dragon II X4 955 3.2Hz;

Video Card Upgrade: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 550 Ti 1024M.

The user can choose the most suitable upgrade option according to its hardware upgrade requirement, and the cloud server completes the tasks of evaluating hardware and providing the corresponding hardware upgrade recommendations.

The present invention provides to a method and apparatus for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server. In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, the hardware components are scored based on the type of the computer terminal, and the relevant database are timely updated to ensure accuracy of the scores and address the issue of inaccurate hardware scoring in the prior art. Furthermore, corresponding hardware upgrading proposals are provided based on the obtained scores of the hardware components of the computer terminal, which helps the user purchase and upgrade to the hardware components.

Those skilled in the art will understand that all or part of the embodiments of the present
The invention can be implemented by computer hardware, or by a computer program controlling the relevant hardware. The computer program can also be stored and/or transported within any computer-readable medium for use by or in connection with an instruction execution system, apparatus, or device, such as a computer-based system, processor-containing system, or other system that can fetch the instructions from the instruction execution system, apparatus, or device and execute the instructions. In the context of this document, a "computer-readable medium" can be any medium that can contain or store the program for use by or in connection with the instruction execution system, apparatus, or device. The computer readable medium can include, but is not limited to, an electronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor system, apparatus or device, a portable computer diskette (magnetic), a random access memory (RAM) (magnetic), a read-only memory (ROM) (magnetic), an erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM) (magnetic), a portable optical disc such a CD, CD-R, CD-RW, DVD, DVD-R, or DVD-RW, or flash memory such as compact flash cards, secured digital cards, USB memory devices, memory sticks, and the like.

The various embodiments of the present invention are merely preferred embodiments, and are not intended to limit the scope of the present invention, which includes any modification, equivalent, or improvement that does not depart from the spirit and principles of the present invention.
Claims

1. A method for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server, the method comprising:

   - detecting information on hardware components of a computer terminal;
   - determining the type of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware components of the computer terminal; and
   - scoring the hardware components of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware components and the type of the computer terminal.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein information on hardware components of the computer terminal comprises hardware identifications for the hardware components of the computer terminal.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein determining the type of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware components of the computer terminal comprises:

   - determining hardware parameters of the hardware components of the computer terminal based on the hardware identifications for the hardware components of the computer terminal;
   - determining a compatibility parameter, a functional parameter and a suitability parameter of the computer terminal based on the hardware parameters of the hardware components of the computer terminal; and
   - setting the computer terminal as a computer terminal selected from a group consisting of an office computer terminal, an entertainment computer terminal, and a business computer terminal based on the compatibility parameter, the functional parameter and the suitability parameter of the computer terminal.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein determining a compatibility parameter, a functional parameter and a suitability parameter of the computer terminal based on the hardware parameters of the hardware components of the computer terminal comprises:

   - searching hardware parameters of the hardware components of the computer terminal in a preset database to determine the compatibility parameter, the functional parameter and the suitability parameter of the computer terminal, wherein the compatibility parameter indicates the compatibility of the hardware components, the functional parameter indicates the maximum...
operation speed of the hardware components, and the suitability parameter indicates volume, weight, type and number of available interfaces of the hardware components.

5. The method of claim 3, wherein setting the computer terminal as a computer terminal selected from a group consisting of an office computer terminal, an entertainment computer terminal, and a business computer terminal based on the compatibility parameter, the functional parameter and the suitability parameter of the computer terminal comprises:

setting the computer terminal as an office computer terminal when compatibility parameter reaches a first threshold value, as an entertainment computer terminal when reaches a second threshold value and as a business computer terminal when the suitability parameter reaches a third threshold value.

6. The method of claim 3, wherein scoring the hardware components of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware components and the type of the computer terminal further comprises:

scoring the hardware components of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware components in accordance with a preset rule; and

amending the scores of the hardware components based on the type, the compatibility parameter, the functional parameter and the suitability parameter of the computer terminal.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprises:

presetting a plurality of hardware total score zones; and providing a plurality of hardware upgrading proposals based on the scores of the hardware components of the computer terminal, wherein the sum of the scores of the hardware components in accordance with each hardware upgrading proposal falls within a different hardware total score zone.

8. The method of claim 7, further comprises:

determining hardware information for at least one hardware component to be upgraded to in accordance with the hardware upgrading proposals.

9. An apparatus for evaluating hardware based on a cloud server, comprising:

an information detection module for detecting information on hardware components of a computer terminal;
a type determination module for determining the type of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware components of the computer terminal; and

a scoring module for scoring the hardware components of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware components and the type of the computer terminal.

10. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein information on hardware components of the computer terminal comprises hardware identifications for the hardware components of the computer terminal.

11. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the type determination module comprises:

a hardware parameter determination unit for determining hardware parameters of the hardware components of the computer terminal based on the hardware identifications for the hardware components of the computer terminal;

a type parameter determination unit for determining a compatibility parameter, a functional parameter and a suitability parameter of the computer terminal based on the hardware parameters of the hardware components of the computer terminal; and

a type setting unit for setting the computer terminal as a computer terminal selected from a group consisting of an office computer terminal, an entertainment computer terminal, and a business computer terminal based on the compatibility parameter, the functional parameter and the suitability parameter of the computer terminal.

12. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein a type parameter determination unit is configured for:

searching hardware parameters of the hardware components of the computer terminal in a preset database to determine the compatibility parameter, the functional parameter and the suitability parameter of the computer terminal, wherein the compatibility parameter indicates the compatibility of the hardware components, the functional parameter indicates the maximum operation speed of the hardware components, and the suitability parameter indicates volume, weight, type and number of available interfaces of the hardware components.

13. The apparatus of claim 11, where the type setting unit is configured for:

setting the computer terminal as an office computer terminal when compatibility parameter reaches a first threshold value, as an entertainment computer terminal when reaches a second
threshold value and as a business computer terminal when the suitability parameter reaches a third
threshold value.

14. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the scoring module further comprises:

a scoring unit for scoring the hardware components of the computer terminal based on
information on the hardware components in accordance with a preset rule; and

an amendment unit for amending the scores of the hardware components based on the type,
the compatibility parameter, the functional parameter and the suitability parameter of the computer
terminal.

15. The apparatus of claim 9, further comprises:

a proposing module for presetting a plurality of hardware total score zones; and providing
a plurality of hardware upgrading proposals based on the scores of the hardware components of the
computer terminal, wherein the sum of the scores of the hardware components in accordance with
each hardware upgrading proposal falls within a different hardware total score zone.

16. The apparatus of claim 15, further comprises:

a proposal implementation module for determining hardware information for at least one
hardware component to be upgraded to in accordance with the hardware upgrading proposals.

17. A computer-readable medium having stored thereon computer-executable instructions,
said computer-executable instructions for performing a method for evaluating hardware based on a
cloud server, the method comprising:

detecting information on hardware components of a computer terminal;

determining the type of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware
components of the computer terminal; and

scoring the hardware components of the computer terminal based on information on the
hardware components and the type of the computer terminal.

18. The computer-readable medium of claim 17, wherein information on hardware
components of the computer terminal comprises hardware identifications for the hardware
components of the computer terminal.
19. The computer-readable medium of claim 18, wherein determining the type of the computer terminal based on information on the hardware components of the computer terminal comprises:

- determining hardware parameters of the hardware components of the computer terminal based on the hardware identifications for the hardware components of the computer terminal;

- determining a compatibility parameter, a functional parameter and a suitability parameter of the computer terminal based on the hardware parameters of the hardware components of the computer terminal; and

- setting the computer terminal as a computer terminal selected from a group consisting of an office computer terminal, an entertainment computer terminal, and a business computer terminal based on the compatibility parameter, the functional parameter and the suitability parameter of the computer terminal.

20. The computer medium of claim 19, wherein determining a compatibility parameter, a functional parameter and a suitability parameter of the computer terminal based on the hardware parameters of the hardware components of the computer terminal comprises:

- searching hardware parameters of the hardware components of the computer terminal in a preset database to determine the compatibility parameter, the functional parameter and the suitability parameter of the computer terminal, wherein the compatibility parameter indicates the compatibility of the hardware components, the functional parameter indicates the maximum operation speed of the hardware components, and the suitability parameter indicates volume, weight, type and number of available interfaces of the hardware components.
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